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MMHOfXCi

MsmgoMnt can be defined as the procesr of observing, analysing,

g decisions, taking .' nd accepting the rosponsibi*: ity of the

action. Management la agriculture began when faming began. The first

fanaar bad to observe plants graving. Through analysis he realised by

seeds In the ground new plants would grow. After taking the flret

tvo steps of management he had to decide to pi' nt these seeds or to cen-

time reaping wild berries and seedf rather than becoming a cultivator of

the coil. After deciding to plant the seeds he had to plant and accept

'•.rohleew of production which earn* up. Today these seas management

functions are present, but they are much more compile ted. The farmer

has realised he does not operate in a static world, but rather in an en-

vironment of continual, change. If there were no changes the problem of

management wou"»d largely disappear. The essence of aanageaent is dynamics.

there has been very little written about the impact of a changing

agriculture on the quality of management needed or th- change which has

taken place in management in Kansas agriculture. Sines the beginning of

agriculture, nansgenent has been used, but at first only to a minor degree.

With each new development within or outside of agriculture it has bsoomc

nore important until 1963 without this input agriculture could not continue.

Management was relatively simple whan a farmer had only a few simple tools

such as a hoe, sickle, and feu other hand tools. Since the wheel was in-

Tented, since change in type of power used sane about, since transportation



had improved, and many other farming methods were discovered or irroroved,

management increased in Importance. The greatest change in management in

Kansas agriculture has eons about in the last 3D years. At the first

glance one wonTd think that this great increase did not begin until about

, but th* low production of agricultural products due to the great

droughts and the depression Vept nroduction over much of the state down

during the 193™ a.

Thir: reoaat war part of a research project in the Department of Eco-

cooics »nd Sociology of Kansas State University. The study was designed

to provide Inform* t1 on that would bo useful in understanding the manage-

rial function and how Its quality could be improved.

The objective or this report was to identify the changes which have

caused imnsgemwit to change and to show hov the managerial input on Kansas

farms has eJrnged.

The author intended, through the use of past Farm Management Associa-

tion records, to present the changes that have taken place in m&nagement,

what new concepts and entries wer^ being made in 1963 that were not being

mmde 30 years ago in the fata account record books. Also various federal,

state and private public tions have been used as background for this report.

There were several things that brought about changes in farm management.

The author intended to explain how such things a* increased nee of tech-

nology, increased else of operation, changed institutions, referring to

laws, regulations, and customs that affect cur behavior, and Increased

Interdependence of tho agriculture and non-agrlcilturo sectors of economy

have affected the aanagerlal inputs on Kansas farms*

One mast remember that this report was concerned only with Kansas.



If it ws teVen orer the entire United Staten the results my be different

due to different degrees of develoment anong regions and states.



MPkCT (W TBCHHOLOGI UK* MMttCBMWT

is one of the aoet iaportant fr.otors affects

the words technology aid agriculture ara brought tn one inraedistaly

thinks of tractors replacing horses and aulas, aore aodern and tina sarins;

BaoUinery such as the eoabine, or the ploVerv-r-hellar coKbiontlon used tor

nurvsstiiig corn, improved crov5 such as hybrid corn and supthuns, iaprovsd

varittos of seed, «sv insecticides and fertilisers, iaproved tareaaportation,

bettor breeding of livestock and aany aany acre. Id agriculture technology

la the utilisation of scientific Vnowledgo to inprot© production. "Tech-

nology in agriculture is largely control of change. Our purpose in agri-

culture is to stiaulate, direct or retard the changes that nature wants

to accomplish."1 The forne- viae feeed with aany problaas when nev techno-

logy was brought Libo use. The old adage, "the enrly Mrd gate the worm,"

was wraa23y true ia the use of agricultural technology, usually the first

to adopt thia technology was the farner who benefited the aost from the

iraprqvqment, although there were tiaee when the technology had not been

ooapletely tested that it nay not have been wise to be the first to use the

new technology. Because of the nrture of competition of agriculture,

after the first ones adopted these innovations the rest of the industry

" ii.ii 1 1 i I. ii 1
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* I«*ftg* at AffttgnMfflr*! ?%?> fc S» QoTarnaont Frint-
lng Office, Waahington, D. C, 1961, p. 183.



ted to adopt Just to atay in pre . After initial adoption of

nology tte acceptance of the tee'rmique by all farmers waa a must, dua to

the narrow profit margin in which agriculture operatad.

Sach poatpowaent in ado: f teenniques, where tliey ara

clearly profitable to tha individual or society, apalla economic

aacrifioe or affioienoy forego: . a eosa© aaaaa even though tha

adoption will assure a lose the technique had to be adooted. Tat

those whoee returns are leaeanad con still "minimise profit ro-

duetion" by adopting the new taahniqua (if they atay in the in-

duati'y).

The farmer's technological probloia iu not solved aimpJy by

tte adoution of tha moat advnneed technology. Pron among the

many possible urn] exiating teobniqueo ho Must select sira^Lte-

nsoualy tha neat economical taohnology aa vail as tha special-

ised faetora of production which will operate moat eoonomloariy

under tha technology chosen.-3

A good example of this nay have bean tha shift in Kansas from faro

power produce* by domesticated atook such aa the horee and mule to tractors.

Vhen tractors ware first introduce!! into Kansas they ware wry large. Heat

of theee tractors were run by ete**n and ware eeownrioal only in tho flat

wheat growing area of the high plains in Kansas. It would not have bean

at all advisable to try to edopt this tyne of machine to the carnbelt area

of northeastern Kansas. 3n this area the fielda averaged 15 to 20 aeree

or lean compared to ammjat fields in the western part of Kansas of a see-

or metre and with the first tractors in Kansas it would have taken half

of th* northeaatern Kansaa field to turn it around. 'In all creas, the

Harl 0. Heady, Eooncmice of Agricultural ftednetic

IVentlce IfeU Inc., &glawood Cliffs, V. J., 1952, p. 808.

2
Ibld .

3t
. A. Hopkins, Jr., 'Technological Developments," Journal of Fafli

fMTTlliiil v°l' 21 » 1939, p. 174.



most successful farmers am those who select the enterprise best adapted

to their area and their particular farms, and ccnbine then in a way that

will give the best balance to their farming operation.

"

Although tho bow and arrow may have been the greatest technologioal

improvement In agricultural history, the author felt certain that In 1963

we were only beginning to or>en the doors of technology in agriculture.

This meant that mamgement, although very important in 1963 would become

increasingly important in the future as increased amounts of technology

were Introduced into agriculture. Some people may have disagreed, thinking

that the amount of technology introduced today in agriculture was less than

years past, but in 1963 introduction of technology into Kansas agriculture

had become the accepted thing rather than a few astonishing discoveries as

had happened in the past.

the section on technology and its effects on nanagement in agriculture

in Kansas was broken into three broad areasj crops, equipment and livestock.

Each of the three areas were subdivided to show how each one affected

management and to show the Increased Importance of management to the pro-

ducer in Kansas agriculture.

Crona

Since white nan began farming in Kansas there has been dramatic changes

both in tho type of crops grown and major Improvements within particular

crops. When white men began farming In Kansas most of the crops were

"Imports" from areas from vhlch the settlers had originated, mostly the

eastern and southern parts of the United States. Very few crops

native to Kansas*

*J. H. Mcleod, "Farm Management, Facts In Building Area and State
Program," Journal of ftffi ^nrrr<T - Vol. 21, 1939, p. 333.



In 1863, the staple erope of Kansas ware heap, tobacco,
flag and grapes. Other early crops of proral e Included bucK-
vheat, silk9 cane sorghum, and honey. By the 1870«s sisable

crops of flax, castor beans, heap, and broon corn were grown

in Kansas, as veil as cotton, tobacco, and potatoes.1

Early day Kansas agriculture was very diversified compared to greater

specialisation in 1963. This vas an iaportant change vhich affected man-

agenent on Kansas forme. Pioneer agric 'Iture vas characterised by several

erope to each farm. In 1963 one farn nay have specialised in wheat, corn,

alfalfa, etc. Most cror* originally grown in Kansas ware found to be un-

adapted to Kansas climate. There hae been a steady replacement of original

crops by present crops grown in Kansas from 1900 to the present. In 1900

corn vas considered the major crop in Kansas. At that time there were

7,500,'W acres planted to corn. Prairie hay vae ssaond with 6,968,000

acres cut that year. Third vae vheat vith 4,500,000 acres. Other impor-

tant crops verej oats vith 1,100,000 acres, millet vith 450,000 acres,

Irish potatoes, alfalfa and flax. In I960 this pattern bad greatly changed.

Vheat vas the major crop in Kansas with 10,761,000 acres, vhich vas larger

than any four other crons grown in the state. Grain sorghum has increased

in importance since the depression of the 1930•s and has become the second

est important crop in Kansas with 4,174,000 acres planted in I960, Other

iaportant crops were corn, barley, and alfalfa with 2,052,000 acres,

1,077,000 acres, and 1,018,000 acres respectfully. Agriculture in Kansas

has become much more specialized. It vas not uncommon to find farms in

Kansas devoted to a single crop, particularly in the western Kansas wheat

region. With this specialised farming has some aany aansgeaent decisions.

T>. Mann, "Early Day Trials and Errors," KflJMff fgrieulturo. 44th
•pert, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Topeka, Kansas, 196l~ p. 272.



In the early day* if one crop felled the fanner could often rely on

another crop. With specialisation if the single crop failed an entire

year's income was gone. There vara very few farmers vho were producing

on a large enough aargin in 1963 to be able to lose one year's Income

without being in serious financial trouble. Also for the sane reason,

prices received by farmers ware much more important, because the farmer

operated on such a dose profit-cost margin he could afford only mild

fluctuations, A second change which has affected management has been

the shift from corn to wheat as the major corp. The author believes this

was one of the few cases in 1962 in which there were fewer management de-

cisions to bo made than in the past* In producing corn it was necessary

to decide when to prepare the ground, what type of seed to buy, when to

plant, when and how many cultivations were needed, and when to pick the

corn. The only great difference in the production of wheat and corn was

allocation of tine between planting time and harvest. The basic change

in management caused by changing from a rather diversified cropping system

to a more specialised system was the decision of allocation of time. Also

because of the more specialised system and undoubtly more expensive, there

was less room for financial errors, because of the narrow profit-coat gap.

An important factor affecting management in Kansas agriculture was the

improvement of seed used in producing these crops. The most important im-

provement made in crops to 196.3 was hybridisation. Kansas corn producers

began to be interested in the use of hybrid corn in the early 19A0«s. "In

1939, 5 percent of Kansas corn acreage was in hybrids? in 1940, 11 per-

oentf and by 1950, 85 percent. Since 1955, hybrid acreage has varied from



93 to 95 percent,"* The development of sorghum hybrids waa much slower

than corn hybrids because of the pollination problem. It was rather easy

to cross-pollinate corn because the tassel could be ecsily removed, but

with the perfect flower of the sorghum plant this process was much more

difficult. Introduction of hybrid aorghum to Kansas ease about in the

early 195™ s and has Increased sorghum production steadily until 1963

when Kansas ranked second only to Texas in the production of sorghum. In

1963 production of hybrid sorghums was only beginning end many changes

can be expected in the future changes, "Many commercial hybrids are now

on the market and continued research should bring marked improvement. Re-

search also will find new uses of sorghum in industry and on the farm,"

In 1963 researchers were working on a hybrid wheat which when perfected

would bo a great break-through in crop improvement.

The biggest change that hybridisation made on management was the taking

of production of grain for replanting off the average farm, which took away

the decision of what part of the crop to save for seeding next year. Seed

grain was then acquired from a dealer. This brought up several Management

decisions not previously made. First the cost of buying the seed had to

be figured into the budget whereas when seed was produced on the farm the

only problem wae that of proper storing so it would germinate properly at

planting tints. The second problem was determining the beet time to buy

the seed. Also, since the eeed was grown for particular growing conditions

such as growing season, strength of stalk, and height of ear, the farmer

MllIM * prtculture. 4£th Report, Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
Topeka, Kansas, 1961, p. 28A

.

2
Ibld .. p. 286.
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had to decide what type send was best adapted to his particular sitae*

tlon. Another decision which became mere imrjortunt with the introduction

of hybrids was Increased production so storage and Marketing decisions

not faced vith sasller production had to be solved by the fam ranager.

A factor that the nanager had to consider after hybrid sorghum ease into

use v«is if it was economical to substitute grain sorghum in feed ration

for fattening livestock and what the best substitution ratio was. Nearly

mmry eroo grown in Kansas has been improved end vith this improvement

has come an increased number of decisions to be made by the farm manager.

For example, when alfalfa wa« first introduced it was only adapted to the

rich deep soils of central and western Kansas, not to the add soils of

eastern Kansas. The introduction of improved seed end the application of

line to the soil, helped move alfalfa production eastward. After this

Improvement the eastern Kansas farmer had to deoido whether it was more

profitable to lime the soil and plant alfalfa, a crop which would produce

over a period of 10 years or more, or to plant snail grains or row crops

from which profits could be realized more quickly. The early verities of

alfalfa were not reeistant to bacterial wilt or the aphid. Buffalo alfalfa,

which was reeistant to bacterial wilt, was developed in 19U and Cody,

which was highly resistant to many of the diseases common to Kansas was

also developed about this time. With the Introduction of these new types

of alfalfa, the risk previously confronted by the farmer could now be

overcome. Since there was loss risk in growing alfalfa, compared to pre-

vious years, the manager mad to decide whether to grow alfalfa or other

psjtmj,
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When wheat wi first planted In Kansas aany hassrds were faced by

the former. Such things as winter killing, InBeot destruction, rust, etc.

ware a few of the aany hasards. Bach new variety and improvement made

in wheat increased production, and as with alfalfa production, many of

the seas problems cam up.

Primary changes in varieties of soybeans thru the last 30

years have been to increase yields first and oil content second.

Ihsre also hare been varietal improvements for greater disease-

resistance, higher-standing to permit better harvesting with

coEbines and lodge-resistance. 1

With the increased production of soybeans the farasr had to decide

whether to cut the beans for hay, which had a vary high protein content,

or let then mature and harvest thsa for seed. In years past, the harvest-

ing of beans for seed was a vary delicate matter because a very few days

after maturity the beans would shatter and could not be harvested by a

combine. As tho standing quality of the beans has been improved tfas

selection of the harvest date has become less Important. Another decision

that became acre Important with increased soybean acreage was whether to

sow the beans with l drill and keep them dean by aerial spraying, or to

plant the beans with a planter and cultivate them just as com would bs

cultivated.

Besides the aany decisions which had to be made, came other management

problems including the problen of staying abreast of variety changes lAioh

are taking place constantly. The problem of observation and analysis be-

oaas acre complicated. It besaas a continuous nroeesr, just to learn about

new verietles which were being used. The function of analysis was

Kansas Agriculture. Ut
, Kansas, 1961, p. 29^.

ilth Report, Kansas State Board of Agriculture
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complicate** by the graving number of crop v?ri atles available.

An inportar.t technological lrmav >.V n which effected crop

una the introduction end development of chemicals to control agricultural

peats. The use of ehealcalo for weed and insect control hac been known

to agriculture for many years but only since World War II hav* chemicals

become an Important part of agricultural production. In 1944., 2, 4-& was

introduced as a weed control and was widely accepted.

Progressive farmers have rapidly accepted new chemicals for
weed control. 2, J^D wu first used on a large seals in 1947.
Ton years later, 92JC of tho formers in certain progressive farm-
ing anas depended regulnrly upon herbicides,1

Scientists in this field believe we have only scratched the surface

of chemical wead control. "The science of weed control has developed more

in the past 18 years (since 1942) than in the previous 100 centuries. But

chemical weed control is still in its infancy compared to plant breeding,

for example.

"

2 The growth of the use of Insecticides was divided into two

periods. First, was the date from the development of calcium arsenate to

the early years of World "/ar n # Second, was the period fro- World War II

to 1963* during the first period such things as calcium arsenate, lead

arsenate, sulfur, nicotine, rotenone, pyrethrun, cryolite and various

•ompsr compounds were developed. "The quality of agricultural products

was remarkably improved, further concentration of crop production

possible, and the area available for crop production was enlarged."'

3
tS. C. KliBg^n, weed, CofyfroV As, A ScftflKf* John Wiley

lew York, 1961, p. 5.

Ut P. 9.

3
L. S. Hitcbner, "The Insecticide Industry", Yaarboek e| Aiffiflfltmnr

1952, tf. S. Government Printing Office, TTSEA, Washington, D.C., 1952, p. 452.
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Mary thought this period was one of the pioneer contributions to a

efficient agriculture. The Introduction of DDT during World Uar II and

the introduction of other orgr.nic insecticides started the second period

of increased agriculture production caused fcy decreased loos to hcruful

&gri<r»itur*l insects.

the introduction and increased ttso of ehe: Is agriculture was

one of the aore important factors affecting management which was nsntioned

in the section on technology. These agricultural cheedcals openod up an

entirely new method cf farming. For example farmers cultivated basically

to control weeds. In sons instances cultivation was also used to loosen

the soil for moisture penetration. With the introduction of chonicals to

control weeds in row crops the fanner had to decide whether it was acre

eooncmieal to cultivate, spray or do both and which method would yield

the highest end product. When using these chemicals the Manager also

rust decide what method of applleation ho wo ild use. Sprcring, dusting,

putting the chealeBl on et ground lev<L, above tho plant or under the

ground were some of the various ways the chemicals could be applied. There

were particular dates and ratee Hie ohenieals had to bo applied to get the

greatest benefit. Storage of chemicals has becoao a serious problem for

farmers. Because of the highly poisonous character of these ch-sideela they

meet be placed where livestock co-ild not get to thorn. Complicanec with

tolemnee laws and regulations was a now management problen to copo with

as ehendcp.le were used in agricultrtre. Qovernmental regulations placed a

tolerance limit en the amount of chemicals found on food products sold on

the public market, Ae production methods improved and crops improved so

has the lmportanoe of managenont.
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Fertiliser, another element of improved technology has had an in-

fluence on management in Kansas agriculture also. Although fertilizer had

been used throughout the world for centuries in one form or another, com-

mercial fertiliser is relatively new to the midwest, //h-m this area wa3

first settled organic matter of the soil was very high and the overall

fertility of the virgin soil was high. During the next 7fi to 80 years

the fertility decreased in the deep soils of Kansas. Some farm grown

fertiliser was used, such as barnyard and green manure, but very few farm-

ers used cawaercial fertiliser. With World War II came an increased de-

mand for food. To get increased production commercial fertiliser was used

in increasing amounts. In the 1920»s there was increased use of commercial

fertiliser bu+ reduced amounts were used during the 30' s because of the

depreeBior. In 1933 there were only 2,000 tons of coaaercial fertiliser

sold in Kansas. In 1946 the amount of fertiliser sold in Kansas increased

to 30,000 tons and in 1950, 170,000 tons, which was about equal to the

total amount used from 1926 to 1946. In 1961 there was 415,003 tons of

fertiliser sold in the state. The graph on the following page illustrates

the steady increase in the use of commercial fertiliser in Kansas.

During the early oeriod of increased fertiliser use there were very

few types of fertiliser sold, but in 1963 nearly any combination needed

could be bought. In the early 1950»s liquid fertiliser was introduced,

which in rany esses reduced the cost of fertiliser to farmers considerably.

With thip increased availability of different types of fertiliser and in-

creased use of fertiliser came aany new management problems, which had not

previously confronted the Kansas farmer. r unless managerial capacity is

motivated, attempts to Improve the utilization of fertiliser and general
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1.—CoMwrcial fertiliser used on fens&e ferae 1920-61.*
i

Kansas State Beard of Agriculture,.

organisation of the fara anfl futily bueinesa are not likely to bo very

•eesful."1 With nore typos of fertiliser the farmer had to observe, to

analysis and to d«jcide which type -was needed for his situation* To get

the east efficient use of the available type of fertiliser the faraer test-

ed his soil to see what elements were deficient.

The infarction needed ranges fro* teclinicol questions cm how
to epply fertiliser, on one hand, to questions Involving how ouch
value to piece on iacoste, leieuro, and security, on the other}

1J. Btun an! B^ 0. Ready, _

Mate College frees, Aooo, Iowa, 1957, p.

Bm
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questions which are deep In tho realm of philosophic vnlue

theory.

The use of liquid fertilizer brought with it new problems that had

not been present before the introduction of this factor. Storage of liquid

fertiliser mm the main problem faced by farmers. If the farmer stored

this fertilizer on the farm he had to have a liquid tight container where-

as when storir- fertilizer, which was in sacks, any shed with a water tight

roof would do for storage. When xising liquid fertilizer it was possible

in many oases to contract this job done, but even with this the farmer had

to find the best contractor.

Equipment

One of the more Important technological factors affecting management

in agriculture has been the rapidly improving equipment which has been

introduced into the Industry. Many of the other technological innovations

esse about because of changed and improved equipment being used either in

agriculture or industries affecting or being affected by agricx:lture. Al-

though there hive been many technological changes in equipment in agricul-

ture since the esrly 1900' s, the greatest and most important came about after

the depression of the 10 »s. Examples hrve been mentioned to show their im-

portance and how they affected management. The change in equipment that

drew the most attention was the switch from horses to tractors as the main

source of power on the farm. Although the tractor was first introduced to

Kansas agriculture in the early 1900' s, horses continued to be the main

source of power on the farm. In 191£> Kansas was at its peak in number of

1
IM.d .. ?. 261.
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i, with 1,071,434. This number declined stwdilr unt 4 l I960 when

there were only 72,000, Although the** statistics ware not broken Into

draft horses and riding horses, there wee e men larger percentage of

riding horses In 1963 than was the eaee in 1914. The Bale population

has followed the ease pattern with Its peak being in 1916, with 296,007.

In 1963 the number of aulas was so snail that they were included in the

figure with horses. Since the introduction of the tractor to Kansas agri-

culture, it has steadily replaced the horse.

In 1915 there were nbout 3, r>0n tractors in Kansas of which

39 percent were in the eaetera, 46 percent in the central and only

15 percent in the western aectl-n of the state. During the 1920»a
the increase in the western section was so great that, whereas in
1920 there was only 1 tractor per 11.1 farms, in 1930 there was 1
per 1.9 fame. In the centml sections the increase was front 1 per
9 to 1 per 2.3 farms in the eastern section free 1 per 14.3 to 1
per 6 farms.

The general acceptance of general-purpose (row-crop) tractors
stimulated a rapid increase in numbers, especially in eastern
Kansas, during the late 1930»s and 1940's, By 1950 there
more than 146,000 tractors in Ksneas, and the number had Increased
to 176,000 by 1955. 1

The only deviation in this steady replacement came forth in the 1930'

s

many production methods, which had previously been abandoned, were

reestablished because of the great depression. In 1963 nearly all horses

on Kansas farms were kept for riding, trr.dit: n or the novelty of still

having the "old team" around.

The following dates show the change mado in tractors that have

importr.nt to Kansas agriculture.

1916 - Multipurpose tractors into use

L* M - Hoover, Ksnjaj jMrlffuAtesTl fftff IP MfS* Agricultural
Experiment Strtion, K. ... ., Manhattan, Kansas, Bulletin 392, taigust. 1957,
P. 46-47.
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1919 - Farm tractor equipped with power toko-off
1920 - Starters and lights appear on tractors
192/. - Hounted«»typo txr.ctar Implements introduce!
19^4 - Successful light tractor developed
1930 - Fana tractor equipped idth power:
1931 - Diesel-powered crawler trr-etore into an
1935 - High compression engine Introduced

Other changes which have come about since that time are| increased

ufl© of rubber tires, automatic transmissions, attachments for eqtdpmsnt

for quicker hook-up and detachment, etc.

One important factor which affected management due to the switch

frops animal to mschanioal power on Kansas farm was the vast increase in

acreage available for other use since pasture was no longer needed "or

draft animals. As this change ease about each fanner had to decide hov

to most efficiently utilise the lend, which was formerly used to produce

feed for draft animals. The farmer had two alternatives. Be could put

this lend into cash crops cr inerease the number of livestock. The land

formerly used to feed draft uilnela could be used for other firm ^n^pt"^

or could produoe orope for eele. With the introduction of tructors, the

houra worked per day were only limited by the farmers ability or desire

to work, so the farmer had to decide which he desired most, longer work

days und possibly greater doll r profits or nor*-; leisure tine to dc soot*

thing poeaibly lest, profitable. Another Inqportant factor brow^it on by

increased use of tractors on the farm was that the manager had to have

larger gross profits to get a net profit caa^rable to that realised with

tho use of horses, because the expenses were greater due tot 1) higher

original investment, and 2) greater upkeep with the tractor then with the

horse. The vast Improvements made in tractors over the pact 40 years have

also brought many changes in associated machinery. For example, the
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changes wide in the equipment used tc wheat are many an * with it

management has also changed. Morn acres eon'd be handled by the producer

because of the increased sise of machinery. Oropf could be planted and

taken care of so much faster in 1963. This was particularly true due to

the use of tractors, but elso *ue to the us© of rubber tires on equipment

and the Isrnrovsment of parts so there was less friction and consequently

longer life of the parte. The meet widely publicized chenge in equipment

used in wheat production was the carabine, not only the introduction of it,

but also the change to self-propelled combines. The great change in har-

vesting ecuinment started in the Hhitad States about 1880 but it took a

while before Kansas began to benefit by these improvements.

It took about 75 years to bring about this change in the
harvesting picture in Kansas. It was this machine improvement,
including the transition from horse to tractor and then to can-
bine harvester and inevitable reduction in use of labor and
labor cost, that helped bring about the tremendous increase in

production of wheat in the state by 1920. The transition from
pulled combine to the self-propelled corablne was more in the
nature of a refinement in mechanisation and it took another 15
years to bring this about.

It was thought the self-propelled combine was the last
word in mechanise.tion, but at'.empts already are Veins made to

install mechanical dryers on the combine in order that wheat
with higher than 13 percent moisture content may be reduced to
safe storage levels at the combine before being hauled to

storage. If successful, this would permit earlier harvesting,
thereby reducing the haaard of loss by untimely rain, hail or
possibly high wind.

Because of these changes in harvesting equipment for wheat in Kansas

problems of financing became a major concern to farm managers. They had

to decide if it would be more profitable to invest In a combine or to

L. C. Alcher, "Wheat State Becomes Breadbasket of World," Kansas
Agriculture, £/*th Report, Kansas State Borrd of Agriculture, ?opeka, Kansas,
June, 1961, p. 278.
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hire the harvesting done by some custom harvesting gang. Many tines the

farmer had ft lar.^e enough crop of wheat that if the weather was bad, even

if he owned his own machine he would have to hire other machines to "beat

the weather," So this brought up another factor in deciding whether to

buy or hire.

Change in equipment us*1 in the production of corn greatly affected

the management of many ferae in the eastern third of Kansas. There were

two major changes which the author considered to have had the greatest

effect on nanagenient. One, tho introduction of spray equipment, which in

many areas almost completely took the place of the cultivator, made the

decision of which to use ft very important factor. This factor was dis-

cussed in the section on technological change in insecticides and herbi-

cides. It needs to be only briefly mentioned that the farmer had to decide

whether it w?.s most profitable and if the largest yield would come about

from a combination of spraying and cultivating or to use one or the other

by itself, Iwo, tha introduction of the corn picker also revolutionized

this field. In 19^6, the self-propelled corn nicker was introduced to

Kansas agriculture and today the self-propelled picker-sheller is being

used eoamercially.

One man huskin, corn from the shock would require a long day
to get 25 bushels. A good man, working from dawn to dark, could
husk an-, crib 75 to IOC' bushels from standing corn. With a new
eorabino and a corn-harvesting attachment, one man can harvest 35
to 40 r.cres or up to 2,000 bushels of shelled corn in a 10-hour
^ay. 1

Just as with the wheat harvesting equipment this innovation greatly

A. L, Clapp, "Corn Onco Kansas' Biggest Crop," Kansas Agriculture.
44th Report, Kansas State Board of Agriculture, Topeka, Kansas, June,
1961, p, 282,
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Increased investment needed In the production of corn. "Special machinery

necessary to produce and harvest corn by modern methods on an economical

acreage would require an original investment of 9#000#
1'1 Another problem

farmers were confronted with wan the need for special types mf corn. The

farmer needed to plant a type of com that was easy and quick to shell but

would withstand the mpid process without cracking. Also the ear had to

be attached to the stock well enough to prevent shaking from the husk be-

fore it got into the machine. If there was a large amount of corn left

in the field, this hed to be picked either by hand, which was a very slow

process or to turn livestock into the field to "hog it down." These im-

provements increased production very little, but labor cost per bushel was

greatly reduced.

There has been more improvements made in equipmmmt used in hay pro-

duction since l?y than equipment used In most other crops grown in Kansas,

The reason for this was because hay production always was a more labor in-

tensive crop than the other principal cro^s in Kansas* The following

selection by William L. Cavert taken from the January, 1956 edition of

Agricultural History , illustrated the increasing number and complexity of

decisions which farm mamagere made in 1963 that their fathers were not

faced with In the production of hay. By comparing this with the two pre-

vious crops mentioned one could see the correlation in the increased com-

plexity of decision making in the production of all. crops in Kansas due to

the rapidly changing equipment associated with agriculture.

3
Ibid .
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More emphasis on management. It Is evident that the modern
farmer i3 faced with a far mare complicated set of questions to be
decided than vaa hia father. For example in putting up hay, the

choice for the father in most cases was between a hand pitchfork,
a hav loader hitched behind a horse-drawn VftfOU unci the buck-rake
and overshot stacker combination. Now amoung the methods to be
considered are the following* (a) tho field baler, with choice
between many sizes and types, between various kinds of wagons and
loading devices} (b) the forage chopper plus types cf wagons with
unloading devices. With the forage chopper, there is also the
choice as to whether all or part of the grass ac: ill be
harvested as grass silage. If harvested as grass ailage, It may
be put Into a glasa-llned silo, costing perhaps *5»000, with a
minimum loss of feed value and having an automatic unloading device,
or it may bo put in a conventional cement or clay block silo or in
some type of stack or trench silo. If the decision is in favor of
some type of trench silo, there may also be the question u to
whether the cattle may be successfully self-fed directly from the
silo without taking the silage to the cattle, (c) stacking with
the hydraulic stacker and moving the stacks to the feeding lot by
skidding them on to a srcci,: lly devised wagon may be one of the
alternatives, especially in ranching areas, (d) a fourth alter-
native may hie to hire a part or all of the equipment for putting
up hay or silage by any of the previous; mentioned methods, (e) with
any of the foregoing harresting methods, except the making of grass
silage, the present day fnrmer has the question of whether he will
install artifical drying equipment. Again, if he decides in favor
of drying equipment, he has the choice between the heated air typea
and those that use unheated air.

Transportation has affected the entire agricultural sector of our econ-

omy. Trucks and automobiles wers the two important factors of transporta-

tion which have affected Kansas agriculture most. Through the improvement

of these two factors the farmer had a larger choice of markets both as a

producer and a consumer so this Increased the number of market decisions

which had to be made by the farmer as a manager,

L, M, Hoover, in his bul latin, Kansas Agriculture After 100 Tears, gave

two changes which came about because of mechanization in Kansas agriculture,

1W. L, Cavert, "The Technological Revolution in Agriculture, 1910-1955,

«

Agricultural History . January, 1956, p, 28,
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both changed Management to r. considerable degree. First, mechanization

increased custom work. Mr.ny farmors found that it was more economical to

hire the work done than to invest in the machinery needed. Second, an in-

creased amount of faming by absentee owners became evident because of the

increased mechanization, "Increased mechanization especially the develop-

ment and adoption of easily transported tractors, contributed to the de-

velopment of what have become known as "sidewalk" and "suitcase" farming,"*

With this type of farming, decisions had to bo more accurate and the manager

had to have a better understanding of the operation whereas when the manager

lived on the farm there was more room for trial and error methods,

The big change in management which cano about because of improved

machinery was that management decisions became, by necessity, more technical

and precise. As with techno! orrf.ee>1 improvements in crops the improvements

in machinery occurred so rapidly that to keep abreast with changes was a

iiajor problem itself. Decide the rapid changes which took place there was

a gre-jt increase in types, sizes and models from wJrfch the farmer had to

choose. As machinery replaced animal power the problem of naintanee became

a factor of rising import-r.ee. There were many more moving parts to wear

out with the tractor end attached machinery than there were with the team

of horses end their associated machinery. The maintance problem changed

from simply repl cinr a wooden tongue on a wagon or replaci,:;; wooden shear

pins in a cultivator to straightening a steel frame or replacing bearing.

Operation of the machinery became more difficult as improvements were made.

It M, 'Hoover, Kansas A.qricn'1 ture After 100 Years . Agricultural Expe-
riment Station, K.S.U., Manhattan, Kansas, Bulletin 392, August, 1957,
P. 55.
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The problem of obsolescence became increasingly important as the number

of machinery lEproveaents increased. The manager not only had to figure

if it would decrea.ee costs of production to buy the new Machinery but had

to also try to figure out if the machine could be fully depreciated before

it became obsolete, which in -very few oases happened.

Many of the changes in livestock were similiar to those made in crops.

For example, improve* breeds occurred both in crops and livestock in Kansas.

A very common decision which had to be made in 1963 by any farmer that

raised livestock was whether to buy that expensive sire or not. The farmer

had to decide if it was more economical to invest in that expensive bull

to try to improve his herd of grade or range cows, because at times the

difference in price of finished stock may not have been large enough to

make the investment profitable, or use a good non-registered bull which

probably would not have given quite as good quality calves. With the in-

creased use of artificp.l insemination, the manager had to decide whether

or not to even buy a bull. Although this method hasn't proven too eco-

nomical in beef herds s great many of our state's better dairymen

using this with great success. By using this method of breeding,

could be released for investment in something else so this brought up

another decision for the farm manager to solve.

The most important livestock industry in Kansas in 1963 was beef

cattle oroduction. The changes in this industry were numerous and very

importcrt to the manager. In 1963 many of the beef producers were using

feed additives and antibiotics th t were not used 25 to 30 years ago.
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Cattle feeding was an exacting telenet. Some of the trends in cattle

production were contract fcoding, the feed bank idea, mechanization of

feed lots and bulk feed handling. The investment decisions grew from

$1*000 lnre.-jtnent decisions vith snail feed-lots to $10,000 investment

decisions with the mechanized feed yards. The author want more into de-

tail on this in the section on increased else of business and its affect

on Management, ft. M. Finlay, In an article in the December, 1961 edition

of the Joitfml of Fa/a JfrMafifr ««*« four ****** about how he thought

livestock production woild change in the 60»s.

1. Increased use of irrigation could mote some of the effects
of land retirement and feed grain reduction programs.

2. Use of wheat as a feed grain could cause a change in the
livestock feed base and location of feeding enterprise.

3. Change- in to organisational structure of the cattle-
feeding Industry might lead to specialization and change
the feeding program of midwest farms.

4.. Various changes In governmental policy, credit, and tenure
are variables which could be overriding features In the
livestock adjustment in the 60»s.1

One particular effect which these changes in livestock production had

on management wss that It hod made management decisions much more technical.

This seems to be true In all technological Improvements which were being

made In agriculture.

Since Kansas placed a great deal of emphasis on range or grazing cattle

production, the increased else of herds per farm placed an Important role

on management. All decisions previously made ware necessarily Increased

1R. M. Flnley, "Discussion! Adjusting livestock Farms in the North
Centre! States to the Prospects of the I960' a," Journal of Faifl lMMmmmV
Vol. 13, Ho, 5, December, 1961, p. 1305.
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in six* and Importance in connection with the increase in livestock herd

All those technological changes which have bean mentioned have greatly

increased the ways of investing the Halted resources available. The man-

ager today has acre questions to answer and more ways to invest his limited

resources*

La siiiMiiiy each of the five functions of management have been affected

by the changaa in technology in agriculture whether it be in livestock, crops

or the equipment associated with the production of these commodities. Ob-

servation became more Important because there were so many more innovations

to learn about; new improvements in livestock, new crop varieties, and the

continuous improvements which were being made in equipment in agriculture.

The farmer did not only have to know that these changes were taking place

but he had to analyse each change. The importance of decision making had

been Illustrated at various times throughout the chapter. The function

of action taking became a bigger burden due to the realisation that each

farmer was taking on a greater burden of responsibility.
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ChAPTKR H

tm www af munu n nn i
OPERATION OR NUttOBCIT

slse of operaf 'js in two general areas. First, th

has baan an increase In the financial slse of farms la Kansas. Second,

thoro has baan a profound change In the physical size of farms In Kansas.

Technology snd capital veru very closely related. The increase use

of technology on Kansas farms caused the amount of capital needed to in-

crease. With th5* increase oame more difficult management problems.

Technological advances end associated capital investments

introduce a time factor that makes it poaalble to minimize many

harards of nature that formerly cut production. For example, an

insect infestation that formerly would have destroyed a crop before

a farmer could complete treatment with horae-drawn equipment can

now be saved by using efficiently equipped tractors or an air-

plane. Tinelinees of operations made possible by added use of

capital in the form of mechanical power and equipment often averts

serious lose im cro- production.1

The graph en the following page illustrates the increasing amount of

capital invested per farm in Kansas over the past 30 years. Although there

has been s general trend upward, th© sharpest increase in use of capital

on Kansas farms came about after Vorld War II. "Use of capital in agri-

culture has been an important factor contributing to improvement in farm

and tha standard of living, and a continuation of this trend is

*V. Murray and A. Kelson, Agriculture
,] jflMMT- The Iowa State

University Press, Ames, Iowa, 196H, p. 6.
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Compiled from Farm Management Association Records.

dependent in no small measure upon a continued rise in farm investment."1

To most Kansas farmers capital has been one of the important limiting

factors in their operations, but to compete in modern agriculture the

need for this factor h^s greatly increased. The need for credit has

become more important. As the amount of capital needed increased so also

did the amount of credit. "... survival in the agricultural economy

1
Ibid .. p. 12.



of the future wTI depend largely upon the individual farmer's

ability and whether he hi>B mf«*i cient credit of the rirtit type."1 There

were nany places to <»et fpm credit but the manager bad to realise which

would be most profitable in the long run.

While credit properly ueed is a powerful tool contributing
to success, it is an equally powerful tool leading to financial

ruin when improperly used. The student of agricultural finance
should be even more awar^ of the hazards of unwise use of credit
than he is of benefits sec- Vea its wooer use.2

Many probleas bed to b-» solved by the farm manager in the use of the

financial tools that wer^ available to him. Re had to know how to use

credit an J hov to get it extended on proper terns. He had to know how

much credit to use, hov to use It and where to obtain it. "The supoly

of credit, the terms on which it Is made available to agriculture, and

the knowledge fsrwre h*ve about how to use It, have great significance

for the future. "3

Another conrectlon in which technological Increase and capital use

in Kansas agriculture had a great deal of significance was the drive for

specialisation in agriculture. This was also connected la the past to

the Halted amount of capital available. A factor that has often been

over looked as the reason for specialisation in agriculture was the limit

to the managerial ability possesed by most persons. There were very few

managers who had the ability to manage as many different crops and live-

^Robert B. Tootoll, "Governor of the Farm Credit Adminlstrotlor,"
The Co-op Fank Messenger . Aneha Bank for Cooperatives, March, 1959, p. 4.

%. Murrey end A. Nelson, Agricultural finance. The Iowa State
University Press, Ames, Iowa, 19o0t p. 13.

3Ibid ., n. IP.



stock projects that wore caron on Kansas farmers thirty years ago on the

Male of production on which the projects were operated on In 1963. For

example, the author studied Individual records of the Farm Management

Association. One farmer who had kept continuous records over a 30 year

period made the following changes. In 1930 this farmer raised dairy cattle,

hogs, chickens and a few beef cattle for home use. In the early 194^'s he

switched to dairy cattle, sheep and chickens. Then In the mid 1940*8 he

switched again doing away with his sheep and keeping only his dairy herd

and chickens. later he Increased his dairy plant and herd and greatly

decreased his chicken flock from a commercial flock to a small farm flock

for his own use. Although realising the livestock and crop programs

different in the western part of Kansas, than they were in the eastern

tion of the state where this example was taken, the same general pattern

of specialisation was being followed throughout the state. It was mem*

tinned earlier in this report about the trend of crops from many crops

to a few major crops in which Kanaa specialised In 1963. Kansas was

broken into thres general farming areas f the wheat belt of the western

two-thirds of the state, the flint hills of east-central Kansas with its

blue stem grazing area and the north-eastern part which may be classed as

at the edge of the corn belt.

Because of the limited amount of capital available the percent of the

farm land owned by the operator has decreased over the past few years.

In 1963 most farmers who wanted to expand their operation rented additional

land rather than buying land. The following table illustrates the change

in land tenure In Kansas in the past 35 years.
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There were several reasons for the changes in land tenure which were

shown in the above tables. The percent of all tenants has decreased frm

AO.A percent to 21./* percent. This may have been due partially to the fact

that many of the farmers that were all tenants had to seek jobs or part

time Jobs off the farm to have enough capital to o->erate and after taking

the "off the farm Job" they found they could make a better living at that

than farming. Also many of the tenants were not as good managers as the

full owner or the pert owner and were forced off the farm. The important

change which h=s taken place in land tenure, which is plainly illustrated

in the two tables, was the Increased percent of part owner operators of

farms in Kansas. Although there were only 292 more part owner operators

of farms in Kansas in 1959 than there were in 1930, the percent increased

from 22.6 to 36.3 percent. Another change which took place over the past

10 years wa3 the decrease in full owner operators on these farms. This

came about, as was mentioned earlier, because of the limited amount of

capital available. Also this trend was partially due to increased value

of land. Many of the older retiring farmers would rather rert their land

than sell.

The problems which the owner faced and those which the renter faced

were combined to increase the number of management decisions made by part

owners. The operator who owned part of his land had to make management

decisions on taxes, resource use and many other decisions which had to

be made by a land owner. Also, as a renter, he had to decide, with his

landlord, how to divide the profits between himself and the landlord.

Because of the changing tenure of farms the frrmer usually had more than

one landlord. This would multiply the management problems by the number
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of landlords. To list all decisions a renter had to make would have been

too voluminous for this report, but a partial listing illustrated the in-

creased significance of management this change in land tenure brought about.

There were many different profit sharing systems available to the renter.

Such methods as straight cash rental and crop or llvr '^rc were ox-

amples. The amount of resources furnished by the renter and landlord,

would determine the percentage each one was entitled to get. Such deci-

sions as who would furnish machinery, the fertilizer and seed, or who was

responsible for maintance of fences was only a small portion of what the

renter and landlord had to work out.

Without further discussion It has clearly been illustrated that the

increased percent of part owner operators on Kansas fsrms has necessarily

increased the number of management decisions made by the operators of these

farmers.

The size of farms hap continually increased since Kansas became a state,

but the most remarkable change has oome about since the depression of the

30's. This change since 1930 has not come about by bringing in new areas,

which formerly had been the case, but rather by consolidation of present

farm land into fewer forms. Prom I860 to 1930 the total amount of land in

farms changed from 1,778,400 acres to 47 million acres in 1930. From 1930

to 1961 there was only a 3,100,000 acre increase to bring the amount of

land in farms in Kansas to 50,100,000 acres in 1961. The following graph

illustrated this change In farm size and number of farms in Kansas,

The interrelation of technology and capital was on* cause for this

increased size. The farmer was forced to enlarge in order to compete with

others as thn cost per unit went up. As the cost per unit went up the
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!

Agriculture in the Kansas Economy , Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
Topeka, Kansas, 1962, p. 18.

investment per operator also rose. This was illustrated by the increase

in physical size of each farm. As each farmer increased the number of acres

operated he necessarily increased the size of his investment.

It directly encouraged larger units, too. This is because
the greater investment in power and machinery resulted in higher
fixed cost per acre. These can be reduced by operating more land
to spread the fixed cost over more acres.

This increase in acres operated per farmer will undoubtly continue

Earl 0. Heady and Ronald D. Krenz, "How Big Will Our Farms Get?"
Iowa Fr.rm Science , Iowa State University, Ames, Iowa, Vol. 16, November,
1961, p. 51.
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because the increased Investment would continue as long as new improvements

were made in equipment. The main problem, which the Kansas farmer had to

answer in increasing the size of bis farm was If he had the managerial

ability to handle this large an operation.

As farm size is increased, management may not be able to cope
with the larger operation. This is particularly important in making
the recommendation that an increase in the size of the operation
will automatically result in higher average net revenue per unit
of output. 1

Assuming that he had the managerial ability to handle the increased

amount of land, the former was faced with various management decisions.

First, all decisions concerning planting, harvesting, marketing, etc.,

were increased in size and importance. Also he had to decide if his present

investment in machinery was large enough to handle more land or if it was

economical to buy more machinery. In other words he had to decide how

many dollars per acre investment would be optimum.

In 1963 the management of farms in Kansas were in the hands of a much

smaller group than years past. The following table illustrated this de-

crease in farm population.

This farm population decline has been brought on by several things.

Increased technology had increased labor efficiency therefore less labor

was needed. Size of investment has prohibited some people from increasing

their operation. Also some men lacked the managerial ability which had to

come with increased technology and investment. Because of this decrease in

farm population, managerial ability had necessarily to increase in quality

if farmers intended to compete. It was only natural that the better managers

*J, E. Paris, "Economies of Scale in Crops," Journal of F- rm Economics .

Vol. 43, December, 1961, p. 1226.
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TABIE 2

FARM POPUIATION OF KANSAS 1900-60*

I2SC Fam Pop, (thousand) % of Total Kansr s Pot?.

1900 865 59

1930 709 38

1940 607 34

1950 468 25

I960 360 17

Compiled from Farm Facts, 1961-62, Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
Topeka, Kansas, 1962, p. 17.

would be the ones that remained and the ones who lacked this would be the

oner looking for jobs In industry. "Brain power has replaced horse power

as the essential Ingredient of our farms."1

After looking at the effect canital has had on finance, specialization,

land tenure and physical size of the farms in Kanaka, the author concluded

that management played the major role in deciding whether the farmer would

succeed or fail. The manager of the modern (1963) commercial farm had

more capital invested, took greater risks, faced stiffer competition and

had more opportunity for reward if he did a good job than the farmers of

a previous generation.

With such large amounts of capital and technology involved,
management had become the key factor in successful farm operation.
This is in sharp contrast to a generation or two ago, when the
farm unit was more self-sufficient than now, with much less capital
involved, much less science applied and with fewer critical managerial
decisions to be made.^

»
">":'• "•; T
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r
-

•''. hMMrt minting
Office, USDA, Washington, 7>. 0., I960, p. 3"1.

2
Ibid., p. 384.
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H. Van Vllet summed up the interdependence of capital and

ant in Ms article in the December, 1958 edition of the /carnal of Farm

Kcoromics . "A large farm capital iroplies commensurate managerial capacity

to effectively accumulate and manage the capital tinder difficult circum-

stances presented in faming."*

^fl. Van Fliet, "Increased Capital Requirements," Journal of Faffr
Economics. Vol. W, December, 1958, p. 16U.
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CHAPTER III

THE EFFECT OF IHSTITUTTONAT CHANGES
ON MANAGEMENT

The Institutions that affected management on Kansas farms vers

numerous. One could Include under this section such institutions as

laws both federal and state. Under federal laws were included such things

as, production controls, tariffs, anc! associated regulations and tax laws.

Foreign aid was part of the federal laws that was important to farm manage-

ment in distributing surplus commodities to underdeveloped countries.

State laws and regulations also were considered. Law3 and regulations set

up by foreign countries were also important to Kansas farmers. Customs,

mores, and social law which changed over time were very important to manage-

ment also.

Federal friwa

The first type of institutions which affected Kansas farmers and pos-

sibly the most important was the federal laws. These laws were numerous

and had a great effect on management decisions, Under federal laws a very

important institution considered was the tariff radiations. Because of

the growing importance of the European Economic Community, the effects of

the tariff laws are becoming recognized as being more important to Kansas

agriculture. Tariffs were by no means a new institution to agriculture. The

agriculture and industrial sector of the United States economy have been in con-

stant controversy about the amount of tariffs and their effects since before
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the Civil War.

Kansas agricultural production has greatly expanded over the past

few years and with this extension came greater concern for fmifi markets

and how they affected the agricultural economy. Whett, grain sorghum, corn,

barley and oats were the mora important crops in Kansas which were the major

export crops of the United States. The following table illustrated the in-

crease in exports of those major crops from the United States.

TABIE 3

MAJOR GRAIN CROPS EXPORTED BI U. S.a

CroT? ., 1222 1959

Wheat 7.05b £3.0*

Grain sorghum .3 16.8

Com 1.9 3.0

Barley 1.7 28.0

Oats U.5 43.0

Computed from Uw S. Census of AfrrlcuHure 1959, Vol. 1, Part 21,
Kansas.

Rot only did the percent of the total production exported increase,

but the total production has also increased in the United States and Kansas.

Since Kansas was the number one producer of wheat and second largest

producer of grain sorghum in the Hhited States in 1962, Kansa? farmers were

greatly affected by new tariffs or any change in the existing tariffs of

the Unitfid Ftr.tes rnd importing countries. For example the Kansas farmer

wanted tc know how large the tariff we'll around the EFC would be in the



future. He wanted to know how this tariff wall wonld affect his own pro-

duction, because it surely would when it was pointed out that 43 percent of

the total United States production of wheat was exported and Kansas produces

22 percent of this total production within her own boundries. Grain 3orghun

was a crop which had rapidly expanded in Kansas since the introduction of

production control on wheat in 1956. It has increased every year in im-

portance since that date. In 1959, Kansas produced 23 percent of the total

United States production. In 1961, Kansas had moved to second place in

production of grain sorghum and in that year Kansas produced nearly 28 per-

cent of total U. S. production, an increase of 5 percent in two seasons.

Also grain sorghum was a much more important export crop for the United

States, moving from a mere .3 percent of total U. S. production being ex-

ported in 1939 to 16.8 percent of total production being exported in 1959.

Only twenty years ago managers on Kansas forms had very little concern for

foreign markets and therefore were concerned only with price on t' e local

markets. The common question asked at this point was how his management

on the farm in Kansas was affected by increased tariffs on imports of United

States grain at somo foreign port. For example, one of the ways the United

States may have been able to get around the Common Market's quotas and some

of its tariffs war to produce grain that was of a higher quality than that

grown in any of the countries in the Common Market. In Germany there was

a great demand for certain grains of higher quality than was grown anywhere

in the ^KC, if the farmer knew about this he would have grown the grain de-

manded. In the Netherlands there was a law which prohibited the bakerie8

from operating at night so the bread had to be baked the day before. If

the bread was to stay fresh the flour used had to be of a very high quality.
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This was one aore possibility vhich, if the manager on the farm knew about,

he could have taken advantage of in product--:^ wheat. Thes» were on'y a

few examples of how tariffs sad trc.de regulations effected presort day

farmers in Kansas. The Con«nor> Market ftj ?eted the poultry farmers

in Kansas. Over the past five years Qermany, 1953-63, became an impor:

market for Kansas poultry, but because of the increase! Ganaun tariffs this

market may be greatly tftr+ailod in the future. Only 20 to 25 years ago the

farmer in Kansas was not concerned with such problems as have just been

mentioned because nearly all his products were distributed within the con-

tinental United States. Tariffs set up by our federal government affected

management also. The government set quotas and tariffo on certain com-

modities thus preventing competition which would have prevented 3Uch crops

as sugar boet3 to even be grown in Kanso c due to lower prices for imported

sugar. The sugar beet farmers of southwest Kansas hr'l to keep up to date

on foreign sunpr regulations because any reduction in those regulations

would, with little trouble put them completely out of business. Another

trample would be tbo quota or. beef which could be shipped into the United

States if this regulation was not present it would have forced the price

of beef down below tho narrow profit margin on which many Kansas beef pro-

ducers operated.

Federal laws which have hr?d a great affect on Kansas agriculture were

production and price suprx>rt programs. These two wera interrelated to a

vary large extent. The first legislation which affected Kansas agriculture

was passed in the early 1930 »s. The Agricultural Adjustment Act of May 12,

1933 authorised the government to make rental or benefit payments to pro-

ducers of named "basic" agricultural commodities who cooperated in programs

developed under the act. These programs were designed to decrease acreage
"
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planted so this was the first real attempt at production control. Under

this situation the Kansas farmer began to be faced with the problem of whet

to do with the acreage not planted to wheat. Since that date production

controls expanded to include many other crops which were grown on Kansas

farms and with these also hare come increased responsibility to the farmer.

For example to have bases accurately set for product 1 on control, the farmer

Iiad to have complete records on acreage of crops planted, many times for

several years. Other questions which had to be answered were: Should other

crops be planted to take the place of particular crops that are under the

control program, and whether to teke government loans or plant over the

alloted acreage and go to the free market?

In 1933 the Commodity Credit Corporation was established. There was

no basis for price support loans in the Agricultural Adjustment Act of that

year so the CCC was created to do this. Although the CCC was created in

1933, it wasn't until 1938 that any loans were made on wheat because of the

succession of short crops due to the drought conditions in the Midwest and

Great Plains areas.

In 1936, the Soil Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act was passed.

At first, payment-? were made largely to encourage farmers to reduce produc-

tion by complying with acreage allotments on "soil-depleting crops," but

lster emphasis was shifted to payments for soil! conserving practices, such

as soil catching dams, terraces, water ways, etc. The farmer h~d to decide

Immediately if it would pay off in the long run to invest in these so called

"soil-conserving practices."

The Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938 authorized the CCC to make

loans on agricultural commodities including dairy products. Loans were
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made raandatcrv on certain product? Including corn and vhect when the price

of the commodity war below a certain percent parity.

Prom 1938 to 1954- price s-ii~oor+ Lsually laexeaaed , The Agricul-

tural Act of 1954- an 1 lojnent Act represented

a change in the disrocti^n of form legi- " - a 3bift away from a heavy

dependence on price mppaarike ta pm effort to build firmer markets

for farra products and adjust agriculture production to meet market demands.

In 1956, through the Agricultural Act the soil bank program came Into

effect. This was created to encourage farmers to tave land out of produc-

tion of surplus enr .

Two method? were used in this program. First, an acreage reserve

provided for reducing acreage on a year to year basis. Second, a conserva-

tion reserve was taken out of production and put under contract for 3 to

10 years. These lands wore tak**n out of production and appropriate conser-

vation practices had to be carried Ml or this reserve. The soil ban'- pro-

gram brought up many management decisions not previously faced by Kansas

farmers. How much time should be spent working on this soil bank land?

Should this land be planted to some soil conserving crop or shonld the land

be left to grow up to weeds? In many cases it was more profitable to let

this land grow up to weeds than to try to follow some soil conservation

practices.

The Agricultural Act of 1958 was another good example of the added

responsibility placed on the farmer in Kansas through federal legislation.

This act set forth a referendum of corn producers to do one of two things,

(1) Continue their current price support program, which made price support

available within a 75-90 percent of parity range for those producer; .-ho
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complied with thoir acreage allotments; or (2) 3hlft to a new progr

which discontinued acreage allotments and node support available to all

producers at 90 percent of the average price received by producer- the three

preceding calendar years bat in nc t of prr 4 ty.

Also in this act sane of the feed grains were placed under mandatory sup-

port through manipulation of legislation.

The I960 Agricultural Appropriation Act 11; rice support loans

and asVed for reduction of acreage from the previous season.

In 1961 and 1962 whert farmers voted on much the 3ane problem as the

corn producers voter1 on in 1958, Also the priee support program and acre-

age allotment was still, in effect for feed gra? .

AtifiJtaa

Although presented only in sumr-E-ry in this report, | laws must be

considered when the Kansas farmer made management decisions. He had not

only to know the laws of his own state which affected him as he did busi-

ness from day to day, but he had to have general knowledge of laws of

surroundings states. For example certain states prohibited the movement

of grain into their state if it contained over a certain amount of weed

seed. Some states prohibited the shipment of diseased livestock into their

states.

Of course the st«te laws which were most important to the Kansas farmer

were those of the state of Kansas. For example a law which wae passed dur-

ing the 30' s which uae very lmportrjnt to farmers was the Wind-Blow Dust and

Soil Erosion Act of 1937, In recent years, with the increase of w3uit-case"

farmers, this has brought many headaches to owners and neighbors. The farmer
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had to have equipment available or asks arrangementa to prevent tho soil

frea blowing if tho Incident arose, lave to prevent spreading of disease

by livestock affected management. When selling livestock or milk tho live-

stock had to be tested for Tuberculosis and Bangs disease. Milk sold hod

to neet certain regulations which each farmer needed to know in order to

sell his Bilk at the nost profitable level or to sake the needed adjust-

Bents. For example Bilk to be sold as whole milk had to contain more than

3.25* butterfat. Cress ha* to contain not lea? than V8f> butterfat. There

are various bacteria levels above which silk could not be sold. There are

several laws which affect the use of water in Kansas. When Bore than one

industry needed water for certain use there was a law which set up an ap-

propriation of water for various uses. "Surface or ground waters of the

state nay bo appropriated as herein provided . . . where uses of water

conflict such uses shall confer* to the following order of preference}

domestic, municipal, irrigation, industrial, recreational and water power

Bess." These were only a few of the various state laws affecting manage-

ment, but the manager of any Kansas farm bad to know these regulations and

how they affected Mm as a fam manager. Most of the state laws passed in

the past 25 years which afrested agriculture were laws which were trying

to increase the quality of products which were produced on the Kansas farms.

This has come about because of the increased demand for quality by the con-

suaer. Many tints, without laws to prevent poor quality products, it was

easier for tho farmer to produce a little larger q -entity and neglect the

quality which the consumer Bay have been asking for. It was very easy to

it to Sonera,]
fftn«ffl*if

"f Mm- «st* Printer, Topeha,

January, 1962, n. 132*;.
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let a little foreign material float into the grain, but the good manager

knew that in the long run the profit would be larger if quality was pro-

duced. Examples of these "quality" lavs would have been the Labeling of

Agricultural Products £ct of 1951 end the Kansas Egg lav of 1955.

These laws didn't htvve to bo con3idorod by our grandfathers when they

were making management decisions, because Kansas agricultrre in that time

was not as commercial as it was in 1963.

How Taxes; "..•. ;.. fecooU jj.-.uaeat

The effect taxes had on fr.ro management was listed seperately because

of the many changes which have taken place in tax laws.

Although the present federal income tax system? began in 1913 and the

state income tax was created in 1933* it affected the Kansas farmer very

little before 1940. Kansas agriculture was not affected by these taxes

for two reasons. First, the rates were, very low. Second, personal exemp-

tions were high and farm income was very low. For example in 1913 taxes

had to be paid on any income over $3,000 plus 1,000 deduction for children

or wife if the tax payer was living with his spouse.

A tax of 3£ was levied on the taxable net income of every
citizen of the Itaited otatee, whether residing at hone or abroad,
and every re, I f the Ofaited States including the Philippine
Islands and Puerto Rico. In addition a surtax with graduated ratea
was levied on the amount of ta:;able net income of individuals over
$20,000, These surtax rates and brackets cf income were as follows:

Rates of Surtax Amount of Income
Percent (

rBraekets "

)

1 $20,000 - $50,000
2 50,000 - 75,

The author is indebted to J. K. Coolidgo, Extension Economist in
Farm Management, Kansas State University, for much of the information in
this section on taxes*
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Hater, of Surtax
Percent

3

1

Amount of Income
("Brackets")

loojooo - 250J000
r!50, noo _

500,000 - 2

In 1962 individuals makir:g over $675 net income plus |600 deduction

for each dependent had to pay federal income tax. The following are some

of graduated rate?* on incomes less than $5,000.

TABLS A

FSHSRAL FT KM! Z*0OM TAX RATES ON T!!H0KE

1E3S THAU $5,000, 1962s

Total Income 1

% 675 - $700 1 4
1,^00 - 1,025 62

2,000 - 2,025 242
StOOO - ;,025 —
4., 000 - 4., 050 —
4,950 - 5, —

t

t : 1 : 2
: : single or : or

J S : filing so;,; filing aep t

2
'.ed

filivifi floiat.

122

313

".:.:'

503 ASA
681 656

•Computed from Instruction Sheet For Form lO^OA, Federal Income
Tax, 1962.

"Tioy and 09 .Tv. The Federal Income Tax. Iongraans, Green and
Company, New York, 194-0, p. 9&T
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TABIE 5

FEEERAL FERSOliAL INCOME TAX RATH OH 11HXA&
15,00^ TO *JO,000 FOR SINGIE HSOPIE

OR THOSE MARRIED AMD FILING
SEPARATE RETURNS, 1962*

Over - not over

•42,000 .

2,000 - 4,000 .

4,000 - 6,000 .

6,000 - 8,000 .

S,00o - 9,999.99

• • •

• • *

• • •

of tot- 'r.coae.

.$400, plus 22$ of excess over $2,000,

. 840, pSai

.1,360, plus 30? of e: -ver 6,ono,

.1,960, pitta ?/f of excess vnr -,000.

Tax 1962.
Computed from Instruction Sheet For Form 1040A, Federal Income

BkB]

FRTBRAL PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATES ON INCOME
$5,000 TO |I1C,000 IF FIXING JOINT

RETURNS, 1962^

Over - not over

IB -14,000 .... 20$ of total taxable income.
4,rv>0 - 8,000 1800, pTur 22* of exces? over $4,000.
6,000 - 9,999.99 1,680, plus 26% of excess over 8.

Computer! from Instruction Sheet For Form 104 '"'ederal Income
Tax, IH .
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In 1933 the Kansas Incaaa Tex Act was passed, but as «u

sarller bad little effect en Kansas agrlculttare. In the beginning in-

dividuals had to pay state income tax on all income over $750 if single.

Married couples had to pay on income over $1,500 pins &200 deduct 'one

for each dependent under 21 years of age. The rates for state income

tax in Kansas are as follows, nfter deductions.

TABIC 7

STATS HEBftK&L IBCOHB TAX BATBS, 1933

1% tip to $2,000.
2jf for $2fnoo . $3,000.
2M for 3,000 - 5,000.

3% for 5,^on - 7>000 -

1$ for ineone over $7,000.

Jn 1962 an individual had to pay state income tax on income over $600

($l,?<v> if filing a Joint return) plus $600 for each dependent, or child

under 21 years of age. On joint returns these rates are figured on half

the income, tlius the total tax is doubled. The rates for state income

in Kansas for 1962 were as follows.

tabu: 8

state pbrsokal wcohb tax bates, 1962

1H tax up to |8»000 income*
2j» tax for the next $1,000,
3> tax for the next •

J& tax for the next 2,000.

H£ tax on the balance.



In the early 1940' s famors began to foal the effects of

the tax. In 1940 federal tax had U a income over 02,500 for a

couple plus a $4.00 deduction for each dependent. few farm-

ers were affected sinco the aver. farm uas belou the per-

sonal or family exemptions . Sines that tir.e taxes havs greatly increased

in importance to the nan; . ' many farmers

have paid over $1,000 inc compared to net incomes bel'. figure

in the early 1940's.

There have been several r<ajor changes made in our tax system that hav»

affected management in agriculture in Kansas. Since 194-7 sales of "breeding

and dairy animal.-: were tvt pitrl gain instead of ordinary incawa.

Under this change thero were stipulations tlvt had to be followed. The

livestock had to be held for draft, dairy or breeding purposes and held, for

12 months or more to be clashed as a capit" "
. .or loss on live-

stock held primarily for sale co^ld not be included aa capital gpin or

loss, but had to be reported as ordinary income or loss. Ar -?xemple of

this type entry was given in the "FarmerK Ta:: Ouido. 196? |

"

'
on."

Kxaatple 4.. A farmer is in if rais:

cattle for sale to others for use by L breading cattle. It

is the business practice for the cattle to be bred, prior to sale,

In order to establish their fttMMM for sale as registered bre

ing cittle. The farmer's use of the other yc a tie for breed-

ing purpoaes is an ordinary or necessary incident for the purpose of

selling them as registered breeding cattle. " »a not

demonstrate th I lv is holding tho cattle for brooding purposes.

However, those cattle used b} the farmer to produce calves which

are added to the farmer's herd are considered to be held for breed-
ing purposes. The same applies to hog and sheep ' s, 1

, Farmer 'r
| | ,

,
"

|
'Edition . Pub. 225, Internal

Revenue Service, U. S. Treasury Dept,, ', D. C, 1962, p.
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In 1951 farm labor was Included under Social Security, With this the

tax paid by the farmer increased, because the employer had to match the

amount deducted from the employee »s wages. The law places liability for

paying Social Security taxes on employers. In 1955 self-employed farmers

were included under Social Security, so this also affected management.

After this was passed the farmer had to be careful to even out his income

from year to year to keep above $4-, 800 (14,200 prior to 1959) income to

get the full benefit from his coverage under the social security act. In

1951 3% was the tax rate on farm workers and in 1955 IS was the tax rate

on self-employed persons. The following table illustrated changes made in

1962 and expected changes for the future. This table shows the changes in

the percent which will have to be paid as social security tax.

TABLE 9

P. I.C.A. TAX BATES*

feaj Self-ffljfloyed Farm Workersb

1962 4.7A0 3.1/8
1963-1965 5.4/LO 3.5/8
1966-1967 6.2A0 4.1/8
1968 and after 6.9A0 4.5/8

Smith and Shapley, Federal and State Frrm Income teres,. 1062,
Cornell University, Ithaca, Hew York, December, 1962, p. 25.

Tfcployer matches this amount.

A few recent changes in the Social Security Law are mentioned on the

following page, which were taken from the same extension bulletin as the

above information.
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A. Inrenta who work for sons and daughters in the farm
business are covered (effective 1961).

B. The arre at which nan aro first eligihle for Social
Security henefite is lowered from 65 to 62, with lower benefits
for those who retire before age 65.

C. The ainlmwi benefit level for a retired or disabled
insured worker is increased from #33 to $40 per month. There
are corresponding increases in survivorship benefits.

D. The amount of work in a position covered by Social
Security in order to get benefits is reduced. Just how long
a parson must work to get benefits depends upon date of birth.

A worker now needs one quarter of coverage for each four
quarters elapsing after 1950 instead of one quarter for each
three quarters elapsing as was formerly the case. (Effective
four months after July, 1961).

8. The insurance benefit payable to an aged widow is in-
creased by 10 percent, with similar increase to a widower or
surviving dependent parent.1

In 1958 a 20 percent additional first year depreciation was allowed

on machinery and equipment to be held for 6 years or longer. This, along

with new methods of depreciation, allowed more rapid recovery of invest-

ment on these items, particularly in the early years of the machine's use-

ful life. This 20 percent allowance was allowed on properly purchased not

to exceed $10,000 on separate returns or $20,000 on joint returns. This

cost limitation uas for total machinery bought and not on each piece.

After this allowance was taken out regular depreciation for the year may

be deducted. To qualify for this deduction the property had to be purchased,

not acquired by gift or through inheritance.

In 1962 a 7 percent investnent credit was added to apply directly to

1
Smith and Shapley,

Cornell University, gtffBW e ,;,::,^,..;-:.'
- :

'
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the tax liability. Machinery and equipment were the basic types of prop-

erty included under this 7 percent investment credit. Tangible personal

property, other than livestock anrl some real property, excluding buildings,

were included. This credit may be applied to both new and used property.

The property must have been acquired after December 31, 1961. There were

no limits on the amount of new property which qualified, but there was a

50,000 limit on used property acquired. A point of importance on used

equipment that each farm manager had to know was that when a farmer traded

one piece of used equipment for another used machine and gave something to

boot, only the "boot" or cash, may be used for computing the investment

credit rather than the total cost of the equipment. The property bought

had to have at least a four year life expectancy to get even partial credit.

For property with an expected life of I or 5 years, l/3 of the investment

was counted. For property with an expected life of 6 or 7 years, 2/3 of

the investment was counted and the full amount may be counted if t&e prop-

erty's life was over B years. Because of the above rates, it was very

important not to over estimate life of the property. If property was sold

before the years of depreciation was fulfilled a mfund was due the govern-

ment. The amount of credit for any one year is limited to $25,000 or the

tax liability, which ever was less. "However, if your tax liability is

more than $25,000 and your credit also more than $25,000, the credit was

limited to $25,000 plus ± of the tax liability which exceeds $25,000. nl

But to overcome this, unused credit may be carried back three years (not

before Jprntsry 1, 1962) or carried forward to the five succeeding years.

^
•Farmer's Tax Ouide. 1963 Sdition . Pub. 225, Internal Revenue Service,

U. S. Treasury Department, Washington, D. C, 1962, p. 32.
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If those periods amired before the credit was used, the unused amount

could be used as a deduction. As mentioned earlier this credit did not

apply to livestock or tc new buildings. Real property included in this

rule was that property used in production such as fences and tile drains.

To make tax reporting acre difficult, a new tax form, 5468, was added on

which to calculate the 7 percent Investment credit. This Investment credit

would reduce most farmers* tax payments and would entirely eliminate Income

tax for others.

There were many things to be considered when paying taxes and to reap

the greatest benefit the farmer had to have a general understanding of these

points, "A farmer need not be a tax expert, but he should know enough about

taxes to recognise the Income tax aspects of a farm decision. If he knows

how to look for tax problems, he will know when he needs tax advice,1

The following tax reporting reminders taken from the publication

"Income Tex Management for Farmers," Illustrated the increased importance

of management because of the increased affect which tax has bad on Kansas

farmers ecapared to the past,

1, Be sure that COC loons are not counted twice (in one year
when borrowed and next year when the crop is sold).

2, If using the cash method, deduct cost of purchased live-
stock lost, strayed, or stolon or which died during the year.

3. If using the accrual method all purchases of livestock
should be recorded. Make a "livestock number check" to see that
the total number purchased, born, and on the beginning Inventory
equal the total sold, died, butchered, and on the ending inventory.

U, Deduct the farm share of the cost of auto and truck licenses,
insurance, etc, as well as gasoline, oil, repairs, and depreciation.

;t ^or F.-iimjrj* North Central Regional Pub, Bo, 2
Services, I960, p. 9.



5* Deduct as much expense of auto, utilities, telephone,
etc., as is actually used In the farm business.

6. Take all depreciation allowable an depreciable improve-
ments, machinery, equiment and on purchased draft, breeding, and
dairy livestock.

7. Keep records to insure deduction of easily overlooked items
such as farm magasines, organisation membership, banV service fees,
overnight business trips, portion of dwelling used for farm use,
losses on household goods used for hired help, and cash outlays to
board hired workers.

P. Itemise on bank deposit slips all gifts, borrowings, sale
of bonds, etc., so th&t there is no chance they will be considered

9. Keep records of all nodical, dental, and hospital bills,
including payments for accident and health insurance.

10. Keep exact records of dates of purchase, cost and date of
sale of all items sold.

11. Do not include in income any indemnity for diseased animals
if the payment has been or will be used to purchase "like or similar"
animals within one year.

12. Deduct social security tax paid on farm laborers.

13. Keep all paid bills, invoices, cancelled chocks, etc., for
at least five years, including cheeks used to pay income taxes. Pay
bills by cheek whenever possible. Write down all other payments at
once in an account book. Get the bank statement each month and cheek
it against the farm account book.1

are a few other points which may be added to the above list. It

was mentioned in one of the above points, but should be clarified that it

was very important for the farmer to make certain sales were even from year

to year. Don't plan sales so one year your income is extremely high end

less than personal exemptions the next year. With the graduated tax the

farmer didn't have to pay as much tax if the income was more nearly the

*Fmgen and >fecy, Pub]fl,c *ti&7mp Iangmans, Green and Co., Hew York,
1954, p. 493.
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same from year to yoar. Also, as has been mentioned this leveling out of

income had to be carried out to get the greatest benefit from the social

security tax.

There were several other taxes that were important to management on

the farm in Kansas. Federal estate tax and gift tax were very important

when a farmer was transferring property. The federal estate tax was adopt-

ed in 1916. At that time the law read that there would be a 10 percent

tex on all property with a valuation over #5,000,000 to 2f> percent tax on

all property in excess of $10,000,000 with a $50,000 initial deduction.

In 1926 a progressive tax was created for the estate tax. "Tinder the

Revenue Act of 1926, a progressive tax was levied on the remaining net

estate, ranging from 1 percent on a net valuation of $50,000 to 20 percent

on a net estate valuation in excess of $10,000,000. nl There have been con-

siderable changes since the 1926 act. In 1962 after deduce cms were made

the additional exemption was $60,000 Instead of the $50,000 as in 1926.

Also the progressive rates were altered as was illustrated in the table on

the following page from North Central Regional Pub. 127 .

The federel gift tax was created in 1924., repealed in 1926 and restored

again in 1932. All gifts of property were to be taxed at the same rate as

was imposed on estates of like sums. This tax was adopted basically to

keep people from giving property or estates away before their death to

escape having to pay estate tax. When the gift tax was first enacted gifts

to charitable institutions could be given free of tax. Also the first

$50,000 priven was tax free. As in the federal estate tax there have been

Fagon and Macy, Public Finance. Longmans, Oreon and Co., New York,
1934., p. A93.
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TABLE 10

FEDERAL ESTATE TAX RATES ON DEFERENT
SIZES OF TAXABLE ESTATES* °

Iambi* Mfltrti Aaaaitr nf Iter

Not over $5,000
5,000 to 10,000
10,000 to 20,000
20,000 to 30,000
30,000 to 40,000
A0,000 to 50,000
50,000 to 60,000
60,000 to 100,000
100,000 to 250,000
250,000 to 500,000

f the taxable estate
$150 plus 7% of excess over $5,000
500 plus mS of excess over 10,000
1,600 plus 14J6 of excess over 20,000
3,000 plus 18j£ of excess over 30,000
A, 800 plus 22$ of excess over AO,000
7,000 plu3 2% of excess over 50,000
9,500 plus 28% of excess over 60,000
20,700 plus ytf of excess over 100,000
65,700 plus 32$ of excess over 250,000

Credits for State Inheritance or Estate Taxes are not shown.

kFanily Farm Transfers and Some Tax Consideration . Special Bull. 4-36,
Michigan State University, East Losing, Michigan, 1961, p. 39.

important changes in the gift tax which affect management in Kansas agri-

culture. In 1962 each taxpayer could give $3,000 to any number of in-

dividuals free of tax each year. 3a addition he had a $30,000 gift tax

exemption over his life time. This could have been an accumulated excess

over the $3,000 annual exemption. All gifts in excess of the30 amounts

were subject to tax. Gifts given by husband and wife may have been doubled

and each one was treated as giving half of the amount. The following table

from the North Central Regional Pub. 127 showed the progressive tax ratee

that were in affect on gifts in the Tftiited States in 1962,

By showing the many changes that have taken place in our federal and

state tax system it was evident that management was becoming increasingly

important to the Kansas farmer and with expected future changes,
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IEIWCTIONS AS OP I960*

fO to #5,000 2.25* on excear: up to $5,000

5,000 to 10,000 112.50 plua 5.255$ on excess over 5»000

10,000 to 20," 375.00 plua 8,255? on exoeas over 10,000

20,000 to 30,000 1,200 plua 10.55? on excess over 20,000

30,000 to 40,000 3,250 plua 13.55? on execs over 30,000
40,000 to 50,000 3,600 plua 16.55? on exoess over 40,000
50,000 to 60,000 5,250 plus lf>.75$ on excess over 50,000

60,000 to 100,000 7,125 plus £L* on excess over 60,000
ln0,000 to 250,000 15,525 pliis 7SlJ$ on excess ovev 100,000

*iic::i i K nmmajnyj \ Earning, WeMgwa, vm% -. -.

would surely beooae More iaportant.

Mare and acre good farmers are becoming convinced that tax

la an lnportant part of running a farm business. To
be noat effective tax -aauagrzant nust be practiced Tear-round, and

careful consideration ahould be given at all times to the tax
effects of each major bualnees decision. -1

Guatoma we e continually changing and with these change* can

aent problerae not previously faced. What would the fanear do for entertain-

ment? What would he do with the leisure tine which increased aa more tech-

nology was used? These were only two questions which were part of changing

Steith and Shapley, Fodaral and aff*tg fawa Tagon* Taxaa. 1962. Cornell
University, Ithaca, Hew YorV, neeember, 196?, n. 27.



and moans the Aunt manager had to answer. How people carry out

their social life was very important In any community and what social

customs and sores they follow.

The greatest change which occurred in customs and ores earns about

from the increased movement and intermingling of urban and rural popula-

tions. Customs and social law were many times forgotten in the discus-

sion of institutions affooting agricultural management , but were Tory im-

portant factors affecting management. The intermingling of urten and rural

potMlation or the so called "urbanisation" of our rural population has

chanted many values. For example over the post 30 yearn the standard of

living has increased in the rural areas. In the oprly thirties the farm

was visualised as having very few modern conveniences and was usually on

an unsurfaced road. Daring this time Kansas agriculture had gone from a

subsistence agriculture, to a commercial agriculture and with this same

many changes in values and customs. "As recently as 40 years ago Kansas

had only mud roads that became Impassable at times after heavy rains. 1*1

Because of these vastly improved highway systems the areas became more

urbanised. Another cause of tills urbanisation and increased standard of

living was the introduction of electricity to rural areas in Kansas. "In

1924 there were only about 900 Kansas farms that had eenterally generated

electricity. How virtually 100 percent of the farms in the state are

electrified."2 With the increased use of electricity on the farm came am

culture. 44th Report, Kansas State Board of Agriculture,
s, June, 1961, p. 131.

2
Ibid., p. 135.
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increased number of management decisions. Work could be done quicker and

also could be done at night. This greatly changed the eooial life of the

fanu Farmers at one tine would spend the evening hours with his family,

but with the introduction of electricity many other things could be done

in tho evenings. lfany household items, began to become available and

decisions bad to be made by managers of the fans about their use. (toe

decision which had to be made that was of relatively little importance

25 to 3C years ago was that of deciding to re-invest in machinery or other

productive ocnmoditios or to buy consumer goods such as a television, a

boat, or an added recreation room or a patio. All these commodities would

not have been considered by most farmers 30 years ago. With urbanization

and Increased standard of living have eons changes in preference for food.

This affected the Kansas farmer both as a producer and a consumer. As the

standard of living on farms Increased the housewife preferred to buy milk

in a paper carton rather than bother with producing it on the farm. With

this change the farmer mo longer bad to keep a milk barn for two or three

milk cows that were undoubtly rather Inefficient producers. Another change

which has come because of changed customs Is the disappearance of the farm

poultry flock of 25 to y) birds. It was much mors convenient to go to ths

super market in town than to bother with the small flock of chickens.

As a producer, the Kansas farmer was concerned with this Increase In

living standard as it affected eating habits because it changed the demand

for certain food products. Although the demand for all goods were very In-

elastic, certain products were rather elastic. For example as ths standard

of living went up less starch foods such as potatoes and bread were consumed,

but more neat products were consumed in their place, although tho total per
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capita food consumed changes wry little. Ho had to make the decision to

produce that eonciodity for which there was the greatest demand. The scat

difficult job of aanagmaent associated with all the changing institutions

vas learning about the aany changea. Although ohanging state and federal

lave may not make management more technical, the function of observation

and analysis was etill vary important. Because of the rapidly changing

lavs the consequence of poor decision making or the acceptance of respon-

sibility was greater and there was less roan for error in decision making

by the good farm manager. The tax lavs changed so much that a little

time spent as a manager many tines made the difference between profit and

loss. The farmer also had to realise that he vas living in a changing

social varld and that many of the values held when agriculture vas at a

subsistcnt level vera greatly changed vhen farming bene— oommarclalized.
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The tepartence of Industrie outside agriculture which have affected

agriculture was very great. Although not classed as such, throughout this

report this fact has cone to tho surface aany tines,

Tho agricultural world and the industrial world aro not two
separate oonnunitiee with merely a buyor-eellor relationship.
They aro so bound together and so interrelate'! that we must think
of then jointly if we aro to reach sound conclusions about either

There were various reasons for this Interdependence of our econony.

One such factor was of course the increased use of technology. Another

factor would have been the increased need for capital. The irtardopendonc*

of agriculture and off-the-farn industries was divided into two areas;

selling and buying. The ncsa-fara industries Include marketing and proses-

sing agencies. Also included would be the service agencies such as banks

and lean oonpanles. M, t. Upchurch, Assistant Chief, Agricultural no-

search Service, U.S.D.A., thoight there were two revolutions going on in

agriculture in 1958. First was the technological revolution which was

evident to all. The second was the "economic revolution."

For want of a better tern, I shall call it an econonic revolu-
tion. It is a revolution In ways of doing business in Anerloa

ft-mLe cm,., foOTJMfTC ffl. I: fe!
Government
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agriculture. You will note that I used the tern "In American

ejrtculturo" rather than "farmers", because farmers do not
operate Independently and the economic revolution affects all

levels o" farm production and marketing.

Interdependence in selling of agricultural products has been affect-

ed hyi First, integration, vertical and horizontal, has tied tho entire

economy closer together. Second, contract forming which cay be a form of

integration, was another tie between agriculture and the rest of cur eco-

nomy. Also selling cooperatives have had a great Influence on the American

economy. The following was an Illustration of the increase in basic de-

cisions which had to be made by the farmer. The author called these basic

decisions because they were decisions which had to be made before produc-

tion was even started. The farmer must decide if he was going to "go it

alone" and take the risk of changing price or if he should contract his

crop so as to be assured of a certain price. If the farmer decided to

contract his products he must then decide what type of contract was best

for his situation. UpchTirch brought up the two major types of contracts

in a talk givon to a joint seminar of staff mnwbern of the Federal Exten-

sion Service and the Farmer Cooperative Jervice in Washington, P. C.

"One that I shall call "standard contracts" means those that prepare

well in advance of any decision on them. The other major type of contrast

might be called "special contracts."2 Tho first type was one where all

hi, L. Upchurch, "Rev Decisions Farmers Moat Make in Contract Farming,"
Talk prepared for delivery before a joint seminar of staff members of the
Federal Extension Service and Cooperative Service, Washington, D. C,
October 23, 1958, p. 1.

Ibid., p. 3.
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arrangements war* made well In advance of decisions on them. TJpehurch

said these ware aade on a "teke-it-or-lonve-lt basis." The other contract

negotiotion was node at the tine agreement use reached. Both of theee

major types of contracts required that the fnmer make many deeiaiona not

made when eel ling in a completely free market. Under the atandard contract

the former hod to know the coot." of all resources used* Ha had to figure

what the expected value would be at sale time. The farmer should know

what risks exist and how they would be shared. The farmer had to be aware

of all possible choices. Under special contracts the farmer had to know

what conditions he would be expected to meet in the future. He had to have

all this information at his finger tips when he was negotiating the contract.

Many farmers believed they would be reduced to mare laborers by contract

farming and vertical integration. This would happen only if they wanted

it to happen. The farmer could be the coordinator of contract terms in

any oases Just as well as the middle man.

Moreover, farmare are not abdicating their role as managers
because or contract forming. Their role aa a manager la becoming
even more important. To be sure, some of the decisions formerly
made by farmare In the course of production of a particular com-
modity may now be made for them, as specified under contract or
soma other obligation. But the farmer may have an even greater
responsibility, in making sure that the specification he agrees
to In this contract are proper and adequate and to his advantage.
At the same time, because contract:- obligate him in the future,
his role as a manager, a coordinator, an organiser of future .

events, becomes more Important, more specific, more demanding.1

has not been unimportant In an agriculture that baa been aa

interrelated with Industry as that of Kansas. Management decisions could

not be made with only a aingle farm enterprise in mind, but rather the

1
rbJ£., p. 5.
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farmer had to take into consideration consumer wants and needs. The farmer

was more interested in the market and its effects on him as a producer than

he ever had been in the past.

Changes in market structure, particularly at initial levels,
have increased producer interest in markets and marketing decisions.
This is not to Imply that attention has shifted from questions of
production efficiency but that the managerial input in agriculture
has necessarily been expanding in perspective.

These changes have increased the need for emphasis upon proper and

direct planning, upon analysis comnitments before contracts are given

final approval, upon an effort to look ahead and anticipate those demands

and conditions that provide favorable opportunities in the future.

As was mentioned earlier the farmer needed not to be reduced from his

managerial position. This would only happen if he so chose. The use of

cooperatives was one way many farmers could continue making their own

management decisions. Under this the farmer had much more bargining power

than if he sat back and waited for the processors or distributers to con-

tact him. The basic reason for this increased use of contract farming,

vertical and horizontal integration, cooperatives, etc. was the increased

desire by producers to increase their bargining power in the market. Even

without various cooperatives and contracts the farmer as a producer became

more dependent on the market. More of Ms consaodlties were being sold off

the farm. As the farms became moro specialised the farmers became More

dependent on service and processing agencies. For example the wheat farmer

became dependent on what the elevator, the flour mill, or the bakery wanted

or was willing to pay. As more of the beef farmer's product went to market

x. 0. McCorkle, "Economics of Marketing and Producing Firms in American
Agriculture," Journal of F?.rm Fconomics. Vol. 13, May, 1961, p. 407.
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he became nore dependent on the neat packer.

The Interdependence of agriculture end industry seemed to be even

nore important when thinking of the farmer as a consumer or buyer than

when considering hla as a producer. As was Mentioned in the section on

changing values and customs, it was better to specialise in the production

of a few commodities rather than trying to be a self-euf^icient unit.

Milk, eggs, neat, bread and various other articles were bought instead

of being produced on the farau Althourfr not mentioned as such, through-

out this report it was evident that farmers were becoming more dependent

on industry for products used in agricultural production. In the section

on technology it was pointed out that the farmer was dependent on seed

dealers, machinery dealers, etc. In the section on increased size of

operation it was very evident that credit facilities were becoming more

important to the farmer. Earl But* gave a very good illustration of the

growing importance of management on the farm because of the interdependence

of our economy in the Xoarbppk of Apyiculture, jftft.

The modern farm operator is much less self-sufficient than his
father was. He buys many goods and services needed in his production
that father produced en the farm. In a very real sense, he assembles
"packages of technology" that have been put together by others on a
custom basis. For example, he buys his tractors and petroleum, where-
as hie father produced horses and oats. Think for a moment of tech-
nology that goes into the modern feed bag, with its careful blending
of protiens, antibiotics, minerals, and hormones, as contrasted with
the ear corn and a little tankage put out for the hogs in hie grand-
father's day.

This development obviously calls for a high level of managerial
ca'*city. It is more difficult to manage the modern commercial farm
successfully than it is to manage the family-eized manufacturing
concern, grocery store or foundry shop in the city.

The manager of the modern commercial family farm must make more
igerial decisions each week covering a much wider range of subject
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matter than doe* hir counterpart In the city. 1

Only tan to twenty years ago the atereotype of a farmer was "a mam

with a strong back and a weak mind." In 1963 this storootype would not

bs a successful farmer, although this doosn»t swan the earlier stereo-

type was Tery successful either. It has been proven time and tine again

that a few Minutes spent in thought will many tinea save hours of labor

and also that the time spent working will be much more profitable to the

farmer.

Today* a farm operator is a combination manager-applicator of

the life sciences, the physical sciences, and the social sciences.

The research undergirding modern agriculture ranges all the way

from physics to physiology, from biology to business.2

In the past the necessities for production in agriculture were land,

labor, and capital, but management has to be added to this list as a sep-

arate all Important unit. Farming in Kansas became an extremely inter-

related pert of th" United States economy and the efficient and proper use

of management by these farmers would determine whether they were to be

successful business men competing in a modern economy or subsistence farmers,

so to apeak, who would get a large share of their income off the farm and

eventually be puahed completely off the farm to be replaced by those who

are batter

Office, Washington

2Ibld.

, D. C., TJSDaP, p. 382.

••-?
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AND CON'CHJSIOKS

Kansas agriculturo has become so dependent on management as one of

several Input factors that management most, by necessity, top the list of

inputs in agricultural production. It would be foolish indeed for any

nan to start farming if he did not possess a very high level of manage-

rial ability. Throughout this report it was pointed out how particular

changes have affected management. The general change which eaae about in

the aanagerial input in Kansas agriculture has been omitted until this time

because to mention it in each section would only nean a repetition of the

ease thing all through the report. A a one will notice as he reads this

report each section was interrelated to the next.

Kansas agriculturo hae changed from an industry in which art end tradi-

tion played the dominate role to an industry dependent upon science and

scientific methods. In grandfather»s day he planted corn or raised eattle

or hogs because that was what his father had done. He planted his crops at

certain times because the signs were right. In 1963 the manager of a modern

Kansas farm raised certain crops or livestock because they had a comparative

advantage over some other enterprise. Re planted his crops not by some

superstition, but rather because the temperature was warm enough to germinate

the seed or there was enough moisture for the crop to get started. Applica-

tion of science continued from the beginning of production until the pro-

duot had been successfully marketed.
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Beginning with the introduction of increasing amounts of technology

each section was closely related. As increasing amounts of technology were

used in agriculture, the remaining operator? increased the else of their

operations. They increased the physical size of the operation to spread

high fixed costs. They increased the financial else of the operation to

Bake the increased amount of technology economically feasible. If they

were to change from horse power to tractor it would coat more to own one

tractor than a terns of horses . Because the tractor cost acre and its abil-

ity to perform work was greater the farmers had to increase the physical

size of their operation. Because of the increased slse of operation the in-

stitutions had to change to stay up with the changes being made. Increased

of technology also caused Institutions to change. For example greater

deductions in the form of depreciation on machinery had to be allowed so

the farmer could write costs off faster. This was due to rapid introduction

of technology causing machinery to be obsolete before it could be completely

depreciated. Because the else of operation increased and the associated

specialisation became apparent the farmer became more dependent on the non-

farm industry. Also technology made these two sectors of our ecoacmj more

interdependent. As lees and less of things needed were produced on the

farm the fr.rmer became more dependent on industry. Increaeed complexity

and importance of management in Kansas agriculture was the most evident

fact that came out of this report. All the changes which were illustrated

in this report Increased the complexity of management. Observation, analy-

sis, decision making, action and acceptance of responsibility all

more complex because of the increased altematlrea to which the fa

could allocate his scarce resources. Acceptance of responsibility
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a great tardea to the manager because of the Increased number of people

affected by the decisions which he made. As was mentioned In the section

on Interdependence of the farming and non-farming sectors, the Importance

of this Interdependence greatly Increased. The farm nanager must keep la

Bind the demands not only of his Immediate family but also twenty-two

other people which each farmer In the United States could feed in 1963.

Agriculture was expanding and with it so was managerial ability. A break-

down of management into its five functions illustrated how all the changes

affected management . Observation in all four cases became more complicated

due to the increased number of observations needed to have a working know-

ledge. Analysis became more complex also beoause, as in the case of tech-

nology, as each new lnovation was introduced it wau more complex and needed

longer to completely analysis part by part so as to have a complete under-

standing so decisions could be made based on some scientific knowledge

rather than a guess. For the seme reason decisions became more difficult.

As technology increased there were more ways of alloc©ting scarce rosourcea.

The importance of action and acceptance of responsibility became more im-

portant due to increased number of people affected by the decisions which

were made. Earl Buta sumed up what has been said in the mamery in the

of Affiwftturo, aflfc.

American agriculture is an expanding industry in every important

respect except one - the number of people required to run our farms.

Our agricultural plant each year usee more capital, mere science and
technology, more managerial capacity, more purchased production in-

puts, more specialised marketing facilities, and more research than
the year before.*

Ty?feff<ft 9f Agriculture 19fr% £ •

t, u\S.P.£., Washington, D. C, I960, p. 381.

1960. U. S. Government Printing

Office.
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In conclusion changing Institutions, Increased use of technology,

increased use of capital and the related increase sise of operation caused

the faming and non-faming sectors of our economy to beocoe more inter-

dependent. Because of these changes management an the Kansas fans vae

more technical and precise than in the past. And because these changes

have not com to a belt managerial ability will become even aore lapartant

In the future to the successful farmer in Kansas.
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has become an increasingly Important input in Kansas egri-

culturo. Agriculture has changed from an art, where tradition played the

dominate role, to a production process based on decisions derived from

science and scientific methods*

The objective of this report has been to identify the changes which

have affected smnsgcmsnt en Kansas fanes. It vac the authors intent to

explain hoy these changes have affected aanagenent.

Increased importance of managerial ability has been caused by several

factors. In this report the changes affecting maaagssmnt en the fans were

categorized into four parts? technology, dec of operation, institutions

and interdependence of the fans and non-farm sectors of our economy. Tech-

nology has bacon* a prime factor in increasing the need for improved man-

agement on Kansas farms, Xh this report technology mas cub-divided into

that which has been introduced into crop production, livestock production

and equipment used in Kansas agriculture. The increasing use of technology

mas meeeseiated the increased use of capital and a corresponding increase

in the si?e of operation, lb the part on else of operation it was explained

how both the Increased physical size of farms and amount invested per opera-

tion had increased the meed for better ii»iimumssnf) over that which was aeeded

with the smaller operations of the past. 3bstit-.itIons have also greatly af-

fected i insfoment on Kansas farms. Sxamplea are changes in federal and state

laws and sect ems and social laws. lavs authorising tariffs, quotas, and taxes

have increased so much in complexity th--t it ie very difficult for the farmer

to understand the impact of them on his business, specialisation and com-

mercialize tion have caused the farm end non-fans sectors of cur economy to

so interrelated that any management decisions made by the farm



In Kansas affect not only his Immediate family end business bat many other

pnrtieipanto In the economy that nay be only Indirectly associated with the

fam operation.

of these four factors the managerial input on Kansoa farms has

important. Ins problem with which the farmer is faced have

become much more oonplez therefore his decisions, In many oases, must nee*

eesarily be nore precise. Also the number of decisions have greatly in-

creaeed because of these factors. And If the present fate of change con-

tinues In these areas nanagenent will continue to be an inportant Input in

Amass agriculture.

This report has been written to bo included as part of a Kansas Agri-

culture Experiment Station study designed to provide Infornation that nay

be useful in understanding the managerial function and bow its quality nay

be Improved.

The materials used in this report were taken from farrell Library

and farm Management Association records*


